Diagnostic research

Improving standards of medical and public health research

G A Colditz

The need for application and dissemination of best practices

In his essay, Feinstein reiterates many of the themes he pursued over the past 20 years as he called for greater scientific rigour in the evaluation of clinical medicine. His call for the application of standard clinical epidemiological research rigour to the evolving field of molecular markers in clinical medicine emphasises his prior writing in this area, and similar calls to improve standards for evaluation of diagnostic tests research. This follows on the tradition of content analysis of published studies to improve the quality of research. Studies that evaluate the methods used in the conduct and reporting of studies have contributed over the years to improved standards for clinical research in surgery and medicine. For example, DerSimonian et al surveyed all 67 clinical trials published in the New England Journal of Medicine, the Lancet, and the British Medical Journal from July to December 1979 and in the Journal of the American Medical Association from July 1979 to June 1980 to determine the frequency of reporting 11 important aspects of design and analysis. Based on their review they concluded that reporting could be substantially improved. Subsequently, guidelines for reporting of randomised trials have been adopted and the quality of reporting has improved. This approach to documenting current practice in medical research across a wide range of topic areas has been implemented by Feinstein and his colleagues, as well as numerous other groups working to improve the quality of medical research and its application.

Is the cup half full or half empty? While Feinstein sets forth a series of methodological challenges, it is important to note that much is already being done to address several of the issues that are raised. For example, the notion that many diagnostic tests do not have a definitive or “gold standard” has been addressed by methodologists who now set forth a strategy to combine results for tests when the standard is not perfect. Importantly, the role of the evaluation of diagnostic tests is primarily an evaluation of the value of the information that is used in clinical decision making. In fact, the very emphasis on statistical methods that Feinstein criticises forms the basis for many of the evolving approaches to the evaluation and application of diagnostic tests. The Radiology Diagnostic Oncology Group has been in place in the United States for over a decade with a goal to provide timely and generalisable clinical evaluations of imaging technologies.

Also of note is the call by Feinstein to reconsider the allocation of resources to avoid research that is “often unnecessary”. This is consistent with the refrain by many that the value of information from testing should be evaluated before the test is ordered, and if no new action will be taken based on the possible results then the test is not indicated. The clear handbook on evidence based clinical medicine that grew out of the informative series in the JAMA explicitly sets forth the steps in evaluating research studies and applying the results to individual patients. It also addresses such issues as the measurement of agreement between observers and the grading of training guidelines or recommendations. Thus, while Feinstein has criticised the “use of reductive calculation of sensitivity and specificity, and other mathematical indices that directly connect manifestation, marker, or test result with a specific disease” the field has evolved to also consider the steps in the application of results from group level data (as seen in the results of clinical trials) to individuals. The implementation of these approaches remains to be effectively disseminated. Furthermore, there is an urgent need for research on the relative effectiveness and efficiency of different strategies to speed dissemination and implementation.

A theme of Feinstein’s writing has been the limited quality of scientific studies and the menace that this can cause—either in clinical settings through bias and lack of consideration of error in evaluations, or in epidemiological studies where causal inference may be incorrectly applied. His critiques have not always been correct. His erroneous conclusion that alcohol is not causally related to breast cancer has been clearly rebutted by the more than 40 studies published on this relation, consistent results from numerous prospective studies, and a series of mechanistic studies.

Despite these concerns, the need for rigour in the evaluation of medical interventions is imperative. The priority for this is exemplified by reports from the US Institute of Medicine, National Academy of Science, and more recently the establishment in the United Kingdom of the National Coordinating Centre for Health Technology Assessment, which coordinates the health technology assessment programme for the department of health. In summary, much exciting work is ongoing to address the concerns identified by Feinstein. The field requires continuing methods development, application, and dissemination of best practices. The challenge is before us and we must endeavour to move all aspects of this research agenda forward.
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Future challenges for diagnostic research: striking a balance between simplicity and complexity

B C K Choi

In this issue of the journal, Feinstein has provided great insight and correctly pointed out a number of problem areas in current research on diagnostic tests: dichotomising a disease state into yes and no, and a test result into positive and negative, do not represent the real clinical situation. Sensitivity, specificity, and likelihood ratios are calculated from patients with known disease status and therefore do not help practising physicians to make a diagnosis. Many research studies on diagnostic tests assume a disease prevalence (prior probability) of 0.5, which is unrealistic. The premise of diagnostic research, that sensitivity and specificity of a diagnostic test is constant, is now known to be wrong. Practising physicians often want to avoid the correct and academically recommended methods because of complex computations. Many diagnostic tests can produce additional information, but it is usually disregarded in the assessment of the tests. Tests in combination should be evaluated differently than a single test. Tests used to “rule out” or to “rule in” a disease should be evaluated differently. Tests used to identify the stage of a disease, or to offer reassurance rather than diagnosis, cannot be evaluated with conventional indices of accuracy. Tests based on subjective decisions are difficult to assess. Many research studies fail to comply with appropriate methodological standards and are often affected by “work up” bias. Current research seldom questions the accuracy of the “gold standard”. Human errors, such as intraobserver and interobserver variability and concordance, are seldom evaluated. Finally, Feinstein pointed out that the persistent focus on accuracy of diagnosis, while justified 60 years ago, is no longer appropriate, and that the current dominance of mathematical models and statistical approaches can preclude involvement of clinicians in diagnostic research.

In the past several decades, in diagnostic research that involves both clinicians and mathematicians, we have seen both a quest for simplicity and a quest for complexity. Efforts to achieve simplicity started when Yershov and Yershov proposed in 1974 the indicators “sensitivity” and “specificity” for a dichotomous test, which are supposed to be simple constants for patients with and without a disease, respectively. The Youden index, which is “sensitivity plus specificity minus 1”, has been shown to be the excess test performance rate. One successful example of simplicity is the development of simple graphical techniques (“nomograms”) to replace the complex Bayes’s theorem for calculating posterior probabilities from prior probabilities. Clinicians can visualise and understand, therefore, in favour of simple approaches. A number of years ago, a group of knowledgeable clinicians in Toronto questioned why the tests ordered for the diagnosis of leukaemia that came back from different laboratories seemed to frequently contradict each other. A simple interrater agreement study was conducted and the $\kappa$ statistics confirmed the clinicians’ suspicion. Results from four diagnostic methods (routine morphology, electron microscopy, cell surface marker, and cancer cytogenetics) correlated poorly for cell type identification in leukaemia.

While simple concepts and calculations are welcome by clinicians, who are the primary users of diagnostic tests, mathematicians continue to find problems in the simple models and develop complex models to correct such problems. In this regard, we see an evolution from the use of “sensitivity” and “specificity” for a dichotomous diagnostic test with known disease status, to “predictive values” (posterior probabilities) for a dichotomous test with unknown disease status, “likelihood ratio” for an ordinal test with known disease status, and the use of the slope of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve to estimate the likelihood ratio for a continuous test. It has even been pointed out that there are at least three likelihood ratios and three corresponding slopes on an ROC curve. (To put things into perspective, for a dichotomous test, positive likelihood ratio is simply the ratio of “sensitivity” to “1 minus specificity”, and negative likelihood ratio is the ratio of “1 minus sensitivity” to “specificity”). Furthermore, the positive likelihood ratio is the ratio of the “posterior odds” of disease to the “prior odds” of disease, while the negative likelihood ratio is the ratio of the “posterior odds” of no disease to the “prior odds” of no disease.)

The quest for complexity is sometimes needed. For example, a mass screening for rectal neoplasm was found to be affected by work up bias. When a mathematical procedure was developed to correct for the bias, results were found to be completely reversed—the sensitivity of faecal occult blood test for rectal neoplasm dropped from 91.6% (without
the correct procedure) to 27.8% (with the correct procedure). The new procedure resulted in a heated debate over which correction procedure is more correct for work up bias. This has subsequently led to the development of three sets of complex mathematical models, using causal modelling, to estimate sensitivity and specificity of three types of tests.

In the search for ultimate perfection, however, mathematicians often get carried away and create complex models that become alienated from the clinicians. Feinstein’s call for new unconventional research using qualitative methods and paradigm shift is very timely and welcome. The question is how to strike a balance between simplicity and complexity. The solution seems to once again lie jointly in the hands of clinicians and mathematicians.

One way to provide a balance is to create complex models with simple model-user interface. In the olden days, if one wants to create or use a machine, such as a horse drawn cart or a sail boat, one must understand the six simple machines (lever, pulley, wheel and axle, inclined plane, wedge, and screw). With modern technology, however, such thorough knowledge is no longer possible or necessary. Modern automobiles and ocean liners are created by teams of experts, who themselves can understand and contribute to only a small part of the complex problems. Most users do not have a clue as to what is going on inside the machines, because using such modern machines has become simpler, such as with the introduction of cruise controls and auto-pilots. In terms of diagnostic research, it could mean development of automated computer software, with specified assumptions and restrictions for users, which requires only simple inputs, to do complex calculations, and to generate simple outputs that users can easily interpret and apply.

To quote from Major Greenwood, “The scientific purist, who will wait for medical statistics until they are nosologically exact, is no wiser than Horace’s rustic waiting for the river to flow away” (page IX). Diagnostic tests are imperfect but improving, as is research on diagnostic tests.
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Future challenges for research on diagnostic tests: genetic tests and disease prevention

S S Coughlin

Evidence based assessments for new diagnostic strategies

In his paper about possible ways to improve research on diagnostic testing, Dr Feinstein observed that “the methodological problems are particularly noteworthy in the new era of molecular biology and genetic testing.” Methodological issues surrounding research on genetic testing have been addressed in several recent articles and reports from expert advisory panels. Although some of these reports have focused on technological and quality assurance challenges associated with the disease in question, that the test results will be useful to the people being tested, and that the test itself has both analytical and clinical validity. Whereas clinical validity refers to the accuracy with which a test predicts the presence or absence of a clinical condition or predisposition, analytical validity is an indicator of how well a test performs in the laboratory. For DNA based tests, analytical validity requires establishing the probability that a test will be positive when a particular sequence (analyte) is present (analytical sensitivity) and the probability that the test will be negative when the sequence is absent (analytical specificity). Analytical validation of a new genetic test includes comparing it with the most definitive or “gold standard” method, performing replicate determinations to ensure that a single observation is not spurious, and “blind” testing of coded positive samples (from patients with the disease in whom the genetic alteration is known to be present) and negative samples (from controls). In most instances, the gold standard entails gene sequencing to detect mutations.
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As noted by the Task Force, clinical validation involves establishing several measures of clinical performance including the probability that the test will be positive in people with the disease (clinical sensitivity), the probability that the test will be negative in people without the disease (clinical specificity), and the probability that people with positive test results will get the disease (positive predictive value) and that people with negative results will not get the disease (negative predictive value), topics also considered by Dr Feinstein. For many predictive genetic tests, knowledge of the test’s clinical validity may be incomplete for years after the test is developed, which requires that the potential harms of the test be considered more carefully.5

The heterogeneity of genetic diseases and their penetrance (the probability that disease will appear when a disease related genotype is present) affect clinical validity. The same genetic disease might result from the presence of any of several different variants (alleles) of the same gene (allelic diversity) or of different genes (locus heterogeneity).5 With current technology, all disease related alleles cannot always be identified, and this failure to detect all disease related mutations reduces a test’s clinical sensitivity.5 When the penetrance is incomplete, the positive predictive value is reduced.4

Dr Feinstein noted the challenges of evaluating diagnostic marker tests when the disease cannot always be determined to be present or absent, and test results are not always positive or negative. Even with DNA based testing, test results can be indeterminate and genetic variants are not always positive or negative. Even after the test is developed, which requires that the potential harms of the test be considered more carefully.5

In addition to studies of test validity, scientifically rigorous evaluations of the effectiveness of genetic testing and screening are needed.7 8 Evidence that screening for a genetic trait or mutation and providing early intervention or treatment results in improved prognosis and favourable health outcomes should ideally come from randomised trials. Genetic testing and screening sometimes allow for the identification of a genetic condition or predisposition before the onset of clinically recognised, irreversible disease. Screening for phenylketonuria (PKU) in newborns, for example, can detect the condition for which a preventive intervention is available.

Genetic screening for adult onset disorders is not recommended at present outside of high risk families and research protocols. However, studies are examining the genetic basis of common, adult onset disorders that cause substantial morbidity and mortality. Examples include mutations to the hMSH2 and hMLH1 genes, which are associated with increased susceptibility to colorectal cancer and associations between factor V Leiden and thromboembolic disorders.

In the future, it may be feasible to prevent diseases in adults by identifying and modifying environmental risk factors among genetically susceptible persons.10 11 Genetic testing might allow for the identification of persons truly at increased risk for an illness and for targeted medical interventions. For example, genetic testing may allow for the identification of subgroups of patients who are more likely to benefit from preventive strategies such as the use of cholesterol lowering drugs. Pharmacogenetics may allow for tailored drug therapy and disease prevention based upon genetic variation in effectiveness and side effects.12 13

Rigorous research methods for assessing the validity and effectiveness of genetic tests are needed to obtain evidence based assessments of their clinical and public health utility. Both conventional methods and future refinements in research methods may have a role.
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Diagnostic studies as multivariable, prediction research

K G M Moons, D E Grobbee

Patient outcomes in diagnostic research

Dr Feinstein provides a topical overview of the history and current status of diagnostic research. It addresses the various forms of bias that may occur in research aiming to evaluate the accuracy of diagnostic tests. Diagnostic accuracy is defined by the extent to which a test correctly indicates the ("true") presence or absence of the disease at issue as determined by a particular reference. We largely agree with this overview. However, we would like to discuss in more detail a certain issue raised by Dr Feinstein. Notably, the use of quantitative statistical models in diagnostic research and related to this the practitioners’ judgement, and the role of test results in offering prognostic information.

MATHEMATICAL MODELS TO ESTIMATE THE TRUE (ADDED) DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY OF A TEST

Dr Feinstein argues that diagnostic research is currently unfortunately dictated by mathematical, quantitative models, often ignoring the practitioners’ judgement. We, however, believe that these quantitative models are necessary in order to estimate the true, independent (or added) value of a test, just as they are necessary in aetiological studies to estimate the independent association of a particular exposure and the occurrence of a particular outcome.

In medical practice, the diagnostic investigation starts with a patient presenting with a particular symptom or sign indicative for the presence of a particular disease, the so called target disease. The diagnostic investigation is a consecutive (hierarchical) process always starting from patient history and physical examination, followed by more invasive, time consuming and costly tests such as imaging. It amounts to the estimation of the probability of presence of the target disease given all test results, further referred to as the diagnostic probability. In practice no diagnosis is set by a single test result and each test result is judged together with other (previous) test results. Given this consecutive investigation, the fact that different tests provide to varying extents the same information and that each test may be more or less burdening for the patient, time consuming and costly, physicians need to know which tests additionally or independently contribute to the diagnostic probability estimation. For example, to determine whether an exercise stress test in patients suspected of coronary artery disease has diagnostic value, one needs to determine whether the test changes the diagnostic probability based on previous test results (for example, patient history and physical examination) that are commonly available anyway before such test is applied.

In our view, to quantify whether a particular test result additionally increases or decreases the diagnostic probability requires multivariable (prediction) modeling of the occurrence (prevalence) of the disease at issue as function of the different diagnostic test results. It requires a comparison of the probability (prevalence) of disease presence before and after the test, using, for example, stepwise logistic regression modelling according to the chronology in practice. The result of such analyses is the definition of one or more diagnostic prediction models including the relevant (contributing) tests. If needed, these models can be simplified to obtain easy applicable diagnostic decision rules for use in practice. Knowledge on the independent (added) diagnostic value can, as Dr Feinstein also suggests, not be inferred from the still widely used singular test parameters—that is, a test’s sensitivity, specificity, and likelihood ratio. Simil- larly to the variability of these parameters across patient characteristics, the independent value of a test can also not be validly quantified by the use of Bayes’s theorem. The need for multivariable models in diagnostic research is not different form other types of medical research such as aetiological and prognostic research. Not the singular association (odds ratio) between a particular exposure and the occurrence of the outcome is informative, but their association independent of other (co) factors.

PRACTITIONERS’ JUDGEMENT TO ASSESS DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY

Dr Feinstein argues that physicians are generally reluctant to use quantitative prediction models in their diagnostic practice but rather infer a test’s accuracy from their own experience. In our view, this should be no reason to withdraw from the use of quantitative prediction models in diagnostic research. For the evaluation of efficacy of preventive and therapeutic devices we have left the era of “experience or eminence based medicine” in favour of “evidence based medicine”. This should also apply to diagnostic technologies.

Resistance to use prediction models in diagnostic practice is most likely because they are still seldomly used and reported in diagnostic studies, in contrast with aetiological and prognostic, including therapeutic, research. For the latter types of research a proper methodological framework encouraging the use of these methods can be found in all epidemiological textbooks. This is not the case for the few textbooks addressing methods of diagnostic research. Most diagnostic research still concentrates on the estimation of singular test parameters in the analyses. To enable diagnostic research to better serve practice the prevailing framework of methods for both design and analyses must be improved.

We agree, however, that the physician’s judgement or experience is often an important “test” in the diagnostic investigation, which should not be ignored in research. However, we believe it is preferable to express this experience in more or less objective test results, or at least to quantify whether this “experience test” provides added information to the more objective test results (as described above).

THE VALUE OF TEST RESULTS IN TERMS OF PATIENT OUTCOME

To set a diagnosis is fundamental in medical care as it offers an indication of the patient’s prognosis and directs therapeutic management. As Dr Feinstein suggests, a diagnostic technology may not contribute to the assessment of the final diagnosis, but rather provide information that could be relevant to the patient’s prognosis or to therapeutic decisions.

We agree that diagnostic technologies should not only be evaluated on their diagnostic accuracy, for example, their ability to determine the presence or absence of the disease but sometimes also on their ability to change patient outcome. These assessments, however, call for different types of outcomes and thus different study designs. Evaluation of a test on its (added) diagnostic accuracy requires a multivariable, cross sectional prediction study of each subject the result of the test under study is measured as well as the simultaneous presence or absence of the disease as determined by a reference. Evaluating a test on patient outcome comprises the
evaluation of diagnostic tests plus all possible administered therapies combined. This enters the realm of aetiological and therapeutic research and requires follow up studies or trials rather than cross sectional, prediction studies.2,3 We believe that evaluation of diagnostic tests on patient outcome is not always necessary. In general, we think that follow up studies are not necessary and the (beneficial) effect of a diagnostic test for patient outcome may be considered as established if (1) diagnostic (cross sectional) studies have shown the test’s ability to detect a particular disease and (2) therapeutic studies provided evidence on efficacy of the management of this disease.4 Follow up studies to quantify the effect of a diagnostic technology on patient outcome are necessary (1) if the disease at issue lacks a specific reference to determine its presence or absence (such as heart failure) or (2) if the (new) diagnostic technology provides other therapeutic information than the reference, potentially leading to other treatment choices or (3) if the technology itself may have therapeutic properties such as salpingography to determine patency of the uteral tubes.
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The need for expanding and re-focusing of statistical approaches in diagnostic research

H Brenner, T Stürmer, O Gefeller

Fitting statistical methodology to the need of diagnostic research

In his contribution “Misguided efforts and future challenges for research on diagnostic tests” Dr Feinstein has identified major gaps and shortcomings in previous and current diagnostic research. While we fully agree with most of his criticisms, we would like to take issue with him over the role of statistics and mathematical formalisation in diagnostic research. In particular, we would like to emphasise the need and potential of expanding and re-focusing rather than abandoning statistical approaches in diagnostic research.

The traditional concepts of sensitivity and specificity as well as of the “posterior probabilities” have certainly been useful as a methodological framework for structuring efforts to quantify accuracy of diagnostic markers in well defined, very special settings in the past, and they may continue to be useful as such in the future. The major limitation of these concepts does not so much lie in their intrinsic properties, but in the uncritical adoption of these concepts to a wide range of different, usually more complex settings. This misapplication along with some misconceptions outlined below have often been severely misguiding indeed.

MISCONCEPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS IN DIAGNOSTIC MARKER EVALUATION

An important example is the dogma still found in most textbooks of clinical epidemiology and biostatistics, that the sensitivity and specificity as well as the likelihood ratios are constant benchmarks of test performance, which, in contrast to the posterior probabilities, are independent of disease prevalence in the population studied. As pointed out by Dr Feinstein, this dogma has repeatedly been challenged in various settings by empirical counter-evidence. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated by more general methodological work that in situations commonly encountered in practice, in which diagnostic tests are based on dichotomisation of inherently continuous traits rather than on inherently dichotomous traits, major departures from this dogma are expected to be the rule rather than the exception.4 In particular, it has been shown that for tests based on dichotomisation of inherently continuous traits, variation with
INADEQUATE APPRAISAL OF OTHER DIAGNOSTIC ROLES: EXAMPLES AND IMPLICATIONS

We agree with Dr Feinstein’s notion that previous predominant or even exclusive focus on diagnostic accuracy does not adequately capture the challenges for research on diagnostic tests. A particularly important example is discrimination between two or more alternative diagnoses, which often is a more relevant diagnostic task than distinguishing between absence or presence of a certain disease in most practical situations. For example, the most challenging part of the diagnosis of acute stroke is the differentiation of cerebral infarction and cerebral haemorrhage. Other well known examples include the challenging differentiation between Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis or between benign prostatic hyperplasia and prostate cancer among patients with intermediate levels of prostate specific antigen.

Weinstein and Fineberg have briefly addressed situations, in which several diseases are under diagnostic consideration. They provided a generalisation of Bayes’s theorem that yields individual probabilities for each alternative diagnosis given a specific test result. More recently, specific statistical approaches to quantify the differential diagnostic value of diagnostic procedures to distinguish between two among several alternative diagnoses have been proposed, which may be more meaningful in this context than measures of diagnostic accuracy. However, these approaches are only occasionally applied in practice and followed up in diagnostic research so far, and they need to be expanded to more complex situations of diagnostic decisions.

The approaches outlined above illustrate, that overcoming the deficits outlined by Dr Feinstein do not imply the need to leave mathematical models and statistical approaches. The opposite may be true: we have to strive for a deeper understanding of the necessary statistical methodology to find better formal strategies of conceptualising what really matters in diagnostic research. A re-formulation of the mathematical models and statistical approaches in a way that better reflects the actual challenges encountered in clinical practice may be a promising avenue to pursue. Pertinent collaborative efforts of clinical investigators and methodologists who are open to depart from conventional “paradigms seem to be most promising in this context and should deserve particular encouragement by funding agencies and editorial boards.
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Challenges in dia-prognostic research

J A Knottnerus

The relevance of design issues and new methods

It is sad to comment on work of a founding father of clinical epidemiology, who so profoundly enjoyed the scientific debate, without him being able to respond. But it is not only sad, it is also a great honour to have the opportunity to discuss one of the last pieces of this great architect of clinical research.1

The points made by Alvan Feinstein are clear and I agree with most of his analysis, but some additional challenges should be emphasised.

LIMITATIONS OF “NOSOLOGICAL INDICES”

Indeed, apart from interpretative problems, “nosological indices” such as sensitivity and specificity are problematic as they will vary with the spectrum and selection of patients.6 However, also “diagnostic indices” (predictive accuracy) are not constants. Taking account of all relevant covariables is, if at all useful, generally impossible because many of these are not clear, unmeasurable, or too particularistic for a useful general evaluation. So, we must not overemphasise the value of diagnostic indices. And where we use them, we must be very specific as to objective, context, and setting. We should also be keen on setting specific external validation when we want to generalise observed index values for clinical purposes. Acknowledging all this, it cannot be denied that for clinical and epidemiological purposes there is often a need to use “nosological indices” to communicate general characteristics of a test. Also Feinstein did not escape from speaking about characteristics required for a “rule out” test (high sensitivity) compared with a “rule in” test (high specificity). The question what index is “the best” is too general, and therefore non-issue. While in principle all indices (and combinatorial roles, using multivariable analysis) can be calculated from data on the association between test outcome and disease, which index is actually used depends on objective and context. For example, knowing about sensitivity and specificity is important for the selection of the most appropriate screening test, while a high predictive value is important when evaluating the diagnostic value of a pre-mastectomy cancer diagnosis.

Bayes’s theorem, ROC curves with varying cut off values, likelihood ratios, and logistic regression can be unattractive for many clinicians and also these entities are not insensitive for spectrum and selection.7 But for various purposes they cannot be missed, for example, in data analysis, computer algorithms, and in finding optimal cut off values for screening tests. At the same time, many challenges in the context of data analysis exists with (such as: assessing additional diagnostic value of a test rather than accuracy in itself); differences between multivariable analyses for diagnostic and aetiological purposes (with major emphasis on subgroup analysis for the former); meta-analysis of research data and making them tailor made at the same time; and bridging the gap between clinical reasoning in practice and products of data analysis.

DESIGN ISSUES MORE IMPORTANT

We should not forget that mathematical indices are just ways to summarise collected research data. For the quality of research, defining the research question, and methodological challenges in study design, are far more important. The high degree of difficulty of diagnostic research studies is reflected by various overviews over the past decades, repeatedly showing important flaws in a high proportion of studies,8,9 and indicating only slow improvement.

Diagnostic research should be improved and refined with respect to strategy (where phase I to phase IV studies should be subsequently designed10), spectrum and selection effects, diagnostic and prognostic reference standards, and the assessment of the clinical impact of testing. Better methods to warrant and evaluate external clinical validity are required. Furthermore, proposed innovations must always be compared with achievements of experienced clinicians, before they are recommended as better. We need more understanding of the “doctor’s black box” of diagnostic decision making, jumping between observations on groups and caring for individuals, including reassurance. This will facilitate more efficient diagnostic reasoning, and developing custom-made support systems. Efficiency in evaluation of the impact of diagnostic procedures can be gained if new data on specific aspects (for example, a diagnostic test) can be inserted in the mosaic of available evidence on a clinical problem, rather than studying the whole problem again whenever one element has changed. For this purpose, flexible scenario models of current clinical knowledge are needed. This can be strongly supported by ongoing prospective systematic review and meta-analysis of diagnostic studies and developing clinical databases.

DIA-PROGNOSTIC SIGNIFICANCE

As Feinstein points out, significance for prognosis and medical decision making is the justification of diagnosis. This insight is already often implemented and evaluated, for example in the process of staging tumours or in the clinical classification of heart failure. But we must recognise that (evaluation of) prognostic significance needs much more attention, especially where test technology advances without concomitant therapeutic improvements. A well known example is detailed, three dimensional MRI observations of the brain of which clinical relevance is not (yet) clear.

Innovation of biomedical knowledge and understanding pathophysiological processes is decisive for the development of tests with better “dia-prognostic” impact. DNA diagnostics is in fact diagnostics as it touches the basic functional level of our biomedical nature. DNA testing will not only be supportive of genetic counselling and reproductive applications, but also for diagnostic and prognostic purposes. Moreover, DNA testing is expected to improve the targeting and dosing of interventions. Much work in this field is being done, for example, in cardiovascular medicine, oncology, and psychiatry. However, it will take much time before these promises will have impact in daily patient care. Considerable efforts are still needed not only in the laboratory but also in clinical epidemiological research11 including long term follow up to clinically validate diagnostic and prognostic predictions.

INDIVIDUALISATION AND DEALING WITH (UN)CERTAINTY

In view of the ambition to develop a more tailor made, perhaps even individualised, “dia-prognostic” process, study population oriented validations will get increasingly under pressure. In this context, n=1 research, focused on individual patients, represents great methodological challenges. In addition, the moment of testing and the occurrence of a clinical problem will not necessarily be always related. The DNA profile with its predictive potentials is there from the beginning. Ethical questions on when to test, how to deal with privacy of genetic information, and the right of (not) knowing have to be addressed. Doctors
and patients, traditionally fighting to reduce uncertainty, must also learn to cope with possibly reaching the goal of getting certainty.

FUNDING AND FORMAL STANDARDS

In contrast with therapeutic research, and despite the clinical fact that accurate dia-prognosis is the key to effective management, the funding possibilities for dia-prognostic research are generally poor. Feinstein’s plea for improvement is hitting the target. Such improvement would be stimulated by adopting formal standards for evaluation of dia-prognostic procedures, to control acceptance, maintenance, and substitution in the healthcare market. This also requires high quality and transparency of evaluation reports. The recent initiative taken by the Amsterdam Academic Medical Centre to reach international agreement on Standards for Reporting Diagnostic Accuracy (STARD) deserves therefore full support from the scientific and healthcare community.
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